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Town Meeting

3-15-2016

TOWN MEETING HBW
3/15/16

Precursors
-SAB:

Announcements

All School Photo on 3/31- TA time
Future Problem Solvers - Oliver is talking about globalization
March Book Madness - every Wed new vote!
One Act Auditions - today & wed
Rock Show - April 29th, anyone can play, talk to songwriters

New books! Get some for spring break!
Acoustic Cafe

Motions

Spring Fling - Seniors hosting, April 1st (Friday) 8-10:30 pm

we need chaperones
This is the last ™ before the dance
Motion passes

Harry Potter Club - Middle School club starting, Thursday's at lunch in Dan’s room

MOTION PASSES
Discussions

New Building update

Casey: architects are here!
architects: new site is smaller than our site; multiple
level building, lots of contained outdoor space.
All classrooms fanned out to make the terraces.
Since the concept phase, they'd have been working on
resolving issues about making enough entrance space.
Art room gets lots of daylight!
They have been determining what spaces we need
with the faculty here.
Lowest level - black box, film and photo
Ground level - Stratford classrooms & Gym
theatre, art and support spaces for theatre.
Next level - main office, cafeteria.
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upper floors - classroom bars, one science room on
each section with associated classrooms, another
option is to have all labs on same floor.
Cascading stairs to connect classroom bars.
To get to school from the bus, you can walk under or
around the field.
Plenty of communal/hangout/informal spaces!
For music rooms, walls made of instrument storage.
There is a music wing on top of the theatre.
Terraces will be flexibly designed as opposed to
specific designs. They want our feedback on what to
do for those.
Paul: we discussed an amphitheater/performance
space.
Concern raised about holding onto the quotes we have
on the walls now. Architects have discussed how we’ll
work on it.
Brooke: we had a long discussion about the terraces,
suggests checking out archived minutes.
Zack: will be able to write on the walls at the new
school? They say they'll work on it.
Jacob: how wide will the hallways be? They say they'll
be close in size.
Marie: we want to make sure we can maintain gallery
space for graduating seniors. They say yes.
Dan: will all classrooms have outside walls? They say
not at the moment, they're trying to make sure they all
have Windows outside.
Alison: curious about choice of the science classrooms;
most MS teachers want all MS rooms on one floor. they
say grouping all science together saves some money
and gives flexibility but the other choice is being
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considered.
Nathaniel: Roof space? They say no access.
Paul: lockers? They said they haven't figured it all out
but most likely in the halls, and that they will be enough
for everyone right now.
Paul: will wifi be equal strength everywhere? They say
yes.
Liam: wonders about having a lobby in the main
entrance. They say yes, there will be a lobby space at
the heart of the school, like MS lobby.
Can we have a slide? Probably not.
What kind of field? It will be turf, not full size.
Brooke: reading previous minutes regarding the
terraces. “And is good!”
Dave: how wide will the buffer space be? They say it'll
vary based on what we decide to use it for. A foot to ten
feet. What material will be there. It will be a resilient
green plant material. Can we have a track? There is no
regulation but we need a special railing to keep it safe.
raised concerns about space.
Lily: track around field? They say not at the moment in
order to save on field space.
They want to know where classrooms will be before
they pick terraces, but they can all go anywhere really.
Nathaniel: amphitheater, lowest level terrace since it's
close to theatre wing. He suggests having slopes of
steps. It would be a good place to bring in outside
performances.
Paul: what's the timeline on giving input? They say they
want key principles right now, budget and feasibility will
be deciders. Key ideas are helpful in the next couple
weeks. They want “principles” like “growing space” or
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“performance space”
Concern raised about triangle shapes cutting down on
classroom space.
Maggie: loves the ideas of amphitheater. Sound study
would be s good idea. If it's not possible outside, it
would be great if we can use the communal. Also
wants to make sure library is enclosed enough for
quiet.
Tom: a lot of interest in the amphitheater. Encourages
architects to make sure we get something sloped and
get the right acoustics. Concerned about roofing - we
don't wanna make these too indoor, but it affects the
acoustics.
Dave: timeline - how will Our school decide what will
go? We need a better sense of budget, how will they
decide? They say they need another two months. They
want to work based on themes. Dave asks if they will
give us numbers on specific things. They don't know
how much they can reserve on terraces yet, they don't
wanna give us too much info without knowing how
much we have money. Dave wants us to consider
community use.
Teddy: wonders about classroom size, They say APS
standard of class size decides, they are equal or bigger
than current spaces.
Eleanor: views process of decision making as more up
to BLPC, does not want us to make a list of what we
want bc it will end us disappointed. Make sure our
terrace spaces are flexible use. It's hard to imagine
what it'll be like in the new building.
Jacob: we can use amphitheater for many things.
Ethan: how do we get back inside from terraces. Walk
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in via staircase. Public will only get to first terrace.
Nathaniel: amphitheater will have many uses.
Jack: murals, we have friendly environment we spruce
up with the quotes.

Community Day updates - TABLED.
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